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About This Game

At the end of 19th Century, dark forces overshadow the world once again. A brave agent, experienced in exorcism and combat,
comes to face the oncoming evil, and fight loathsome supernatural monsters and horrific spawns of black magic. In the role of
the agent, it's your quest to combat sinister forces and to face a dark warlock of the ancient times and stop his plan to capture

powerful artifacts of black magic.
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Well this game is to hard to play in my opinion and i didnt enjoy it at all.. great game. wish we had more from them.. I am a
lifelong angler and gamer, so I feel obliged to write a review for Ultimate Fishing Simulator. My review is based on 'realistic'
mode only. If underwater cameras and such break your immersion and feel artificial, this game offers a simple solution: just
don't use them. Overall, I'd say its a great game and scratches the angling itch, definitely worth it if you are longing for your
favourite lake!

Pros:
+ Only fishing game there is that really feels like being out on the water. The sounds of nature, changes in weather and activity
at the water's surface bring back all the anticipation of actual fishing.
+ Easy to learn the controls and interface. I haven't mastered it, but I've got the hang of it, which is enough to get stuck in and
have fun.
+ It feels exciting to watch the water for activity, find a good spot, focus on your float, get a bite, and reel in the fish. The fish
bite often enough to keep you interested, but not so often as to feel unrealistic.
+ The cons are easily overlooked if you just turn your attention to the water and the fishing itself.

Cons:
- The gear progression, selling fish for money and level up system are artificial and feel a bit immersion breaking.
- I am primarily a European course angler, so was disappointed to find I could not start hunting carp and bream straight away.
Instead, you have to level up by fishing in a trout lake where could take 2-3 hours to get enough money to buy a license for a
lake with the fish of your choice. The trout are still kind of fun... but they're not carp!
- I would love to see pole fishing and seat boxes introduced. That's the true European course fishing experience. Maybe in a
future DLC, we can only hope.

tldr: Amazingly immersive fishing experience with forced level-up and money system tagged on. Buy it for the fishing, try to
ignore the gameyness.. The game is a bit rough in the current state.
While some horror elements exist,
and the story seems interesting enough to get involved in the narrative,
glitches and awkward pauses kind of ruin it for me.

First Impression Gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6uYZXv6ue0E

Graphics are about PS3 quality. Levels are very simplistic, environments are not believable (at least the beginning stages). There
are lots of clipping graphics and other visual issues (like entire buildings having see though textures, looking behind buildings to
see through world, etc).
There is a cool cartoonish cutscence at one point.

Audio seems alright and there is voice acting which is about average.
Ambient noise is good from what I've seen so far.
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Controls out of the box need tuning. Normal movement with wasd, crouch is control, and a tumbling evade maneuver is space
bar. Mouse sensitivity was so low that I thought I wasn\u2019t suppose to look left and right. Easily fixed through mouse
sensitivity control in options. Not sure why it's set so low by default.

Weirdest thing about the game is the awkward stops and pauses. I understand that the game is trying to pace to set atmosphere,
but there can be literally 30-50 seconds of pause between lines while you\u2019re stuck sitting in a cutscence. It's excessive and
brought me out of the experience.

I think the game could be saved if the dev puts some time into polishing and tidying up. Otherwise, it's a solid pass for $7.50. A
very nice point n' click, not very difficult, but not too easy either. Having played a whole lot of games from the genre, it was
quite interesting to play the story of a dancer spy, as weird as it sounds. The voice acting could've been better in my opinion,
also the dancing minigame was very annoying, probably meant for touchscreens. I also hated the fact that the
inventory/discussion topic system is clumsy and requires unnecessary clicking and dragging of items. But once you let these
things slide it's an enjoyable game and I'd say give it a shot.. This game should get its own genre - hardcore indie poozle game.
With an emphasis on poo.

You are a slow square trying to get through a maze. A maze is filled with fast moving objects which kill you even if the fraction
of a pixel sticks out of the safespot. The controls and hit detection suck balls. Music is too loud, so I had to turn it off since
there's no menu to adjust the volume. I don't know what else to say. There's 1500 achievements and you get like 200 by getting
to the 2nd level.

Exquisite. 1\/10. I need jesus more than ever after perchasing this.

10\/10 would recomend to anyone.
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TLDR: This game has been worth it for me, and I would recommend you and a friend to get it.

The campaign for this game is very fun and has several twists. The only way to win is to try and try again until you have found
the perfect build order. There is a lot of humour and the devs obviously put some time into the storyline. The campaign really
helps you learn the game so that a tedious tutorial is not needed (it is within the campaign and is not tedious).

The multiplayer has potential. Currently, there are only 1 v 1 battles, but the devs have stated that more options are being
worked on. 1 v 1 battles are fun; my friend and I have probably played 10 matches since we bought the game. We have both
observed that if we could have a lot more fun, however, once there can be 4 player free for alls and 2 v 2 matches.

Overall, this game is great, and has potential to be even greater. Currently, if you want to play multiplayer, you need a friend
with the game, but the community is growing, so that may not last very long.

EDIT: They also added trading cards, soooooo. Very interesting old-school shooter with great visual and audio style. There's a
lot to take in in terms of controls, and the opening rail shooter segment is pretty meh. The meat of the game however is plenty
of fun, and absolutely weird, which is a huge plus for me. The enemies have interesting designs, and there's more non-Euclidean
geometry than you could shake a career theoretical physicist at. A large selection of weapons, 10 of which can be held at once,
and 2 simultaneous equips give solid combat variety, and even 'boss' weapons can be acquired. Bosses are my main gripe,
actually. There's only a few, but they are all equipped with the 'Tracker' which fires a cluster of explosive energy balls that will
track you to the end of the goddamn stage and then oneshot you.. If you are really into puzzles and you need to solve every
single one then this game is for you.
But..
You will probably blast through these levels (2-4 h my estimate), at a cost of \u20ac6.59, which is too expensive. At the moment
there are about 25 community puzzles available to be fair.

The music quickly gets annoying.

There is no story at all, why are you in the lab solving puzzles, or who is your character.
Animations and art-style feel very sterile. ( I get it, it's a LAB, but does it have to look lifeless?)

You command some little Heisenberg\/ Walter White and try to evade the  Monks and Murder Faces\t(rly?).
Humor might be found in the poor animation quality, when Heisenberg is touched by an enemy he falls over like a plank.

Always play in top down view, because you might overlook a button behind a wall.
This would work better without the moveable 3D camera perspective, meaning purely 2D,
But you can play it in VR? What for??? All the physics is in 2 dimensions without any diagonal movement on a rather small
grid...

A 3D puzzle game utilizing VR could be interesting even if there were only 5 levels and a game focusing on 2D puzzles could be
longer with more\/better animations.
It looks more like some unfinished student project or tech demo.

I don't know why this exists. This will be my first returned game on Steam.. i love playing Chopin's works on the piano so it was
a nice surprise to hear his pieces arranged in different styles!! to anyone who enjoys rhythm games, its a pretty easy game to get
the hang of.. its just like guitar hero but with a few keys i suppose!! :-)
i also love how the artist has depicted Chopin's nose. Pretty awesome. Good story well put together. Lots of game play and
freaken scary to boot
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